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Establishment of the P.A.Z.NIA Department of Transportation
A Document by the Coordinator of P.A.Z.NIA in Association with the local
Committee of Safety on April 20th, 2021

Title 33: TRANSPORTATION
Chapter I: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Subchapter A: CARRIAGE BY P.A.Z.NIAN HIGHWAY
(A) By the authority vested in absolutely no one, the P.A.Z.NIA Department of
Transportation is heretofore created. On this date of 20 April 2021, the first order of business is
to ban the use of, transportation on, and construction of all paved roadways in The Free Republic,
except for the exceptions listed in sub-subchapter (b) below. Roads are an ancient relic of The
First Realm, and such backwards thinking will not be promoted or enabled in this pocket of
freedom.
Enforcement of subchapter (a) will be carried out by Naomi De-Fence LLC (Always be digging
™) for the lump sum of 16 oz. of muscle meat a day, accompanied by at least one other organ and
a raw, free range egg, or equivalent value of ~8,300 sats per day of contract fulfillment.
(b) At the request of the P.A.Z.NIA Secret Space Program, an appropriately-sized piece of
land will be excluded for the construction of a helipad and runway, as a special service to
P.A.Z.NIAN Executive STEAKholders.
Subchapter B: DEFINITIONS
(B) For the purposes of this Directive, the following definitions shall apply:
(a) The term “P.A.Z.NIA Department of Transportation” refers to the sub-department of the
P.A.Z.NIA Department of Freedom responsible for ‘the movement of goods and P.A.Z.NIANs
from place-to-place and the various means by which such movement is accomplished.’
Subchapter C: PROPOSAL AND PURPOSE
(C) Considering many vonuans/PAZNIANs are nomadic, and since reliance upon centralized
logistical services is silly, the P.A.Z.NIA Department of Transportation is heretofore created, as
per subchapter (A) above. The vision is for this to become the Second Realm delivery/logistical
service, to replace the coercively-funded variety, as well as similar, regulated white market
services. The main task of the P.A.Z.NIA D.o.T. (and of the like created Telegram chat/group*) is
to coordinate, transport, and deliver privately-agreed upon goods or matériel.
The like-created Telegram chat/group has an additional responsibility of designing and
structuring the framework of the P.A.Z.NIA D.o.T. (Note: the aforementioned group is private and
for vetted individuals only.)
Potential ideas include: an anonymous/pseudonymous (i.e. privacy-centric) delivery job
board to be hosted on the coming P.A.Z.NIA Lbry FreedomBox; seed and supply transport
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between homesteads; R&D on advanced transportation services/transportation methods, etc.
(Note: This is not an exhaustive list, just a few ideas to get the thinking going.)
Subchapter D: P.A.Z.NIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION BUDGET
(D) In accordance with the Department of Freedom’s Accounting Office, the Secretary of
NoState shall submit the appropriate documentation to the Strategic Director for the P.A.Z.NIA
D.o.T. to be included in the Coordinator’s Fiscal Year 2021 Budget Request.
Conclusion: JOIN THE NETWORK, GET INVOLVED
To get involved in the network or the planning for the P.A.Z.NIA Department of
Transportation, join the P.A.Z.NIA Committee of Correspondence Telegram chat
(T.me/PAZNIAChat) and start building your reputation in the Second Realm today. Alternatively,
if you’re already vetted, reach out (you know how to get in touch), and we’ll get you added.
Further planning will also ensue in-person at events hosted here at The Free Republic.

Signed,
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